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Welcome
Kathryn McDowell

Living Music
In Brief
Tonight we are delighted to welcome back the
LSO’s Principal Guest Conductor Daniel Harding,
following a tour of Germany and Switzerland with
the Orchestra. This evening’s concert begins with
the UK premiere of a new work, I nearly went, there,
by British composer Edward Rushton, who first
wrote for the LSO in 2008 when his piece Everything
Goes So Fast, which Daniel Harding also conducted,
was commissioned as part of the UBS Soundscapes:
Pioneers scheme.
Our soloist is violin virtuoso Janine Jansen, a great
friend and regular collaborator of the LSO, who also
joined us on tour in Europe. Tonight she performs
Mendelssohn’s much-loved Violin Concerto, a work
that contrasts rich lyricism with bravura virtuosity.
The programme concludes with Mahler’s Symphony
No 5, a work of monumental proportions, both
technically and expressively.
I hope you enjoy the concert and can join us
again soon. On 7 June, Marin Alsop will conduct
the Orchestra in a programme of works by three
of the best known expatriate composers – Bartók,
Korngold and Rachmaninov – joined by Canadian
violinist James Ehnes.

PANUFNIK COMPOSERS WORKSHOP 2015
Witness the fascinating process of putting together
and rehearsing a new orchestral piece as the LSO
works with six of the UK’s most promising emerging
composers, under the guidance of Colin Matthews
and conductor François-Xavier Roth. The workshops
take place on Friday 5 June at LSO St Luke’s. The
composers taking part are Michael Cryne, Michael
Cutting, Vitalija Glovackytė, Alex Roth, Jack Sheen
and Michael Taplin. Tickets are free; to reserve your
place, phone the Box Office on 020 7638 8891.
Generously supported by the Helen Hamlyn Trust
lso.co.uk/composers

THE LSO AT THE BBC PROMS
The LSO returns to the BBC Proms this summer
with Principal Conductor Valery Gergiev for a concert
on 28 July showcasing all five of Prokofiev’s piano
concertos. Joining the Orchestra on stage at the
Royal Albert Hall will be soloists Daniil Trifonov,
Sergei Babayan and Alexei Volodin.
bbc.co.uk/proms

A WARM WELCOME TO TONIGHT’S GROUPS
Kathryn McDowell CBE DL
Managing Director

The LSO offers great benefits for groups of 10+.
Tonight we are delighted to welcome:
Ian Fyfe and Friends,
Jane Cole and Friends
and Helen Brunner and Friends
lso.co.uk/groups
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Coming soon
LSO International Violin Festival
1

MOVEMENT ONE

2

MOVEMENT TWO

3

MOVEMENT THREE

A thinker of the violin as
well as a supreme virtuoso
NAME NAME INSTRUMENT
of the instrument.
Programme note body.
The Daily Telegraph
on James Ehnes
If note goes over a spread.
PROGRAMME NOTE AUTHOR

Last paragraph.

LINDSAY KEMP is a senior
producer for BBC Radio 3, including
programming lunchtime concerts
from LSO St Luke’s, Artistic Director
of the Lufthansa Festival of
Baroque Music, and a regular
contributor to Gramophone magazine.

JAMES EHNES

ALINA IBRAGIMOVA

JOSHUA BELL

THE STRAD SUNDAY

Sun 7 Jun 2015 7.30pm

Sun 14 Jun 2015 7.30pm

Sun 28 Jun 2015 7.30pm

Sun 28 Jun 2015

Bartók Divertimento for Strings

Mozart Violin Concerto No 3

Sibelius Violin Concerto

Photographic Exhibition

Korngold Violin Concerto

Mahler Symphony No 1 (‘Titan’)

Berlioz Symphonie fantastique

3–5.30pm, Fountain Room

Marin Alsop conductor

Bernard Haitink conductor

Pablo Heras-Casado conductor

Instrument Lessons Fun for Kids

James Ehnes violin

Alina Ibragimova violin

Joshua Bell violin

6pm, Barbican Hall

Rachmaninov Symphonic Dances
Panel Discussion: Making

LSO Platforms

Free entry, no ticket required

6pm – Korngold Chamber Music
performed by Guildhall School students

The LSO International Violin Festival is generously supported by Jonathan Moulds CBE

International Violin Festival Media Partner

020 7638 8891
lso.co.uk/violinfestival
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Edward Rushton (b 1972)
I nearly went, there (UK premiere) (2015)
PROGRAMME NOTE BY
EDWARD RUSHTON

ALMA MAHLER (1879–1964)

Upon being commissioned to write a piece to
go with Mahler’s Fifth Symphony, my thoughts
immediately sprung to the composer’s wife, Alma,
and her reaction on hearing him play the new
piece through to her, as described in one of her
autobiographies. In a text written before composing
my piece, which was originally entitled Being
Mahler’s Fifth Symphony, I described my reaction
to her reaction:

learned the piano and began
composing as a child, later taking
composition lessons with Alexander
Zemlinsky. In 1902 she married
Gustav Mahler, the first of three
marriages to influential artists. One
of the terms of her marriage was that
she would retire from composing.
For years she was creatively stifled,
eventually becoming severely
depressed. Following a crisis in
their marriage after his discovery
of her affair with architect Walter
Gropius, Mahler began to take a

‘… my wish is to rediscover the substantial
percussion parts … that, according to Alma, he
excised from the score after she had burst into tears
claiming that he had ‘scored it for snare drum alone’.
Apparently this much-quoted anecdote is pure
fiction, one of Alma’s Mahler-myths. And yet, I can’t
help wondering what the Adagietto would sound like
with the cowbell parts restored. Starting from the
opening fanfare, I imagine getting back inside the
Real Fifth, a version that exists in a parallel universe
where spouses do not interfere in their spouses’
work, and where real composers aren’t stingy with
the percussion.’

serious interest in her artistic life,
championing several of her works
for voice and orchestra and preparing
the scores for publication.

Although an idea of a contemplation on the inner
life of the ‘Real Fifth’ remains, it no longer centres
around the restoration of the percussion parts.
In the end it was enough merely to imagine and
not to compose this act of salvation; indeed, I
seem to have acted as my own interfering spouse
somewhere along the line, since there remains
not much percussion at all, not even cowbells.

Instead, my piece, now entitled I nearly went, there,
encircles thoughts of madness, a near-miss, a
condition of precariousness on the edge of chaos,
a narrow escape: someone who has been teetering
on the brink is rescued, picked up and placed
on safe ground at the last minute before the
catastrophic fall. Nonetheless, the hard-won stability
at the end of my piece is unsettling, taking the
form of a funeral march, based, like the one at the
opening of Mahler’s symphony, on the pitch C-sharp.
Mahler travels an immense journey between the
opening and closing notes of his symphony, a mere
semitone apart; I repeatedly wonder what might or
can happen between C-sharp and D, what chaos
lies within that tantalising gap, into which it seems
so difficult to fall. In the end I decided on rescuing
everyone from the brink of theoretical contemplation
of what might have been, and of what might be
possible, ending – at the last minute – in the lucky
salvation of A-flat major. The D breaks through to
E-flat, the C-sharp escapes towards C, thereby
commencing another slippery slope …

lso.co.uk
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Edward Rushton
Composer Profile
London Symphony Orchestra

Edward Rushton grew up in
Cambridge and Leeds and studied
at Chetham’s School of Music,
Manchester; King’s College,
Cambridge; the Royal Scottish
Academy of Music and Drama; and
the Zürich University of Applied
Arts. His composition teachers
have included Robin Holloway and
James MacMillan. He has been
living in Zürich since 1998, and in
2013 received that city’s annual
stipend for composition.
Recent concert works have
been commissioned for and
played by such groups as the Schubert Ensemble, Birmingham
Contemporary Music Group, Tonhalle Orchestra Zürich, Leeds Lieder,
Orchestra of the National Theatre Mannheim, London Symphony
Orchestra, Counterpoise, The Choir of Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge, Harry White Trio, Gemischter Chor Zürich, Origen Festival
and the University of Zürich.
Rushton is widely acclaimed as a composer of operas and has worked
with The Opera Group, Ensemble für neue Musik Zürich, Zürich Opera
and the Cheltenham Festival on numerous productions. Leinen aus
Smyrna, to a libretto by Dagny Gioulami, was joint-winner of the
Teatro Minimo competition organised by Opernhaus Zürich and the
Bavarian State Opera in 2001. Gioulami and Rushton’s opera for
children, Im Schatten des Maulbeerbaums, was premiered by Zürich
Opera in 2008 and received a new production at the State Opera of
Hannover in 2013. Their oratorio Cicadas was premiered in London
in November 2010 by the LSO Community Choir and members of the
London Symphony Orchestra.
Rushton is also in demand as a pianist, specialising in chamber
music and song, an area in which he also has a special interest as
a composer, having already written almost 20 song-cycles and
individual works for voice and piano.

LUNCHTIME CONCERTS AT LSO ST LUKE’S
LSO INTERNATIONAL VIOLIN FESTIVAL
BBC RADIO 3
LUNCHTIME CONCERTS

LSO DISCOVERY
FREE LUNCHTIME CONCERTS

Thu 11 Jun 2015 1pm
Beethoven and Brahms
James Ehnes violin
Steven Osborne piano

Fri 12 Jun 2015 12.30pm
Guildhall School Violinists
Rachel Leach presenter

Thu 18 Jun 2015 1pm
Beethoven and Schumann
Veronika Eberle violin
Michail Lifits piano
Thu 25 Jun 2015 1pm
Mozart and Beethoven
Nicola Benedetti violin
Alexei Grynyuk piano
Sold out; returns only

Fri 26 Jun 2015 12.30pm
Maxine Kwok-Adams violin
Philip Nolte violin
Rachel Leach presenter
Fri 26 Jun will also be livestreamed at youtube.com/lso
LSO Discovery Free Lunchtime
Concerts are supported by the
Rothschild Charities Committee

020 7638 8891
lso.co.uk/lunchtimeconcerts
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Felix Mendelssohn (1809–47)
Violin Concerto in E minor Op 64 (1838–44)
1

ALLEGRO MOLTO APPASSIONATO

2

ANDANTE

3

ALLEGRETTO NON TROPPO – ALLEGRO MOLTO VIVACE
JANINE JANSEN VIOLIN

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
ALISON BULLOCK is a freelance
writer and music consultant whose
interests range from Machaut to
Messiaen and beyond. She is a
former editor for the New Grove
Dictionary of Music, and the LSO.

MENDELSSOHN on LSO LIVE
Mendelssohn
Symphony No 5

In 1825, the 16-year-old Felix Mendelssohn met
the 15-year-old violinist Ferdinand David; the two
prodigies would become both great friends and
musical partners. 13 years later, in one of his many
letters to the violinist, Mendelssohn mentioned
that he wanted to write a violin concerto for him;
however, it was not until 1843 that he was able
to give the work his full attention, and it was not
completed until late 1844. Mendelssohn referred
often to David for advice on matters both technical
and artistic; the violinist made numerous changes
to the concerto, and was in fact responsible for its
unusual combination of technical feasibility and
virtuosic gloss.

(‘Reformation’)
£12.99
Sir John Eliot Gardiner and the
London Symphony Orchestra join
forces once again in the latest
instalment of their exploration of
Mendelssohn’s symphonies.
Available to buy online at
lso.co.uk/lsolive or as a digital
download on iTunes

The E minor Concerto’s enduring popularity is due
in no small part to its ease on the ear, and so it is
easy to forget that it is also full of innovations. The
immediacy of its first theme is one example: instead
of the usual full orchestral opening, Mendelssohn
has the soloist open the door on the concerto
after barely a bar of introduction, playing an
ardent, insistent melody. The orchestra is allowed
to introduce the wistful second theme before the
soloist takes it over; however, the gentler mood
disappears as suddenly as it came. The central
development section opens dramatically, later
dissolving into virtuosic solo figurations that turn
out to be the cadenza (written by David), whose
dancing arpeggios melt away over the orchestra’s
reprise of the main theme.

Mendelssohn, it is said, disliked applause between
movements, and therefore decided to link the first
two movements by way of a single bassoon note
that hangs in the air. After a brief prologue, the solo
violin plays the movement’s sweet, singing main
melody. The orchestra initiates the more agitated
central section, but the mood here is one of passion
rather than disruption, and the atmosphere soon
returns to the quiet reverence of the opening.
Once again, Mendelssohn denies the audience
the chance to shuffle in their seats between the
Andante and the finale, creating a bridge passage
that refers to the concerto’s opening theme. An
unexpected brass fanfare heralds carefree arpeggios
in the violin – and suddenly we are carried headlong
into a movement whose technical wizardry is
peppered with flashes of fun and wit. Throughout
this wonderful, delicate flight of fancy, Mendelssohn
introduces several new ideas and melodies. But it is
the graceful, effervescent opening melody that holds
the movement just about under control, eventually
bringing this most inventive yet approachable
concerto to its dancing conclusion.

INTERVAL – 20 minutes
There are bars on all levels of the Concert Hall; ice cream
can be bought at the stands on Stalls and Circle level.
The Barbican shop will also be open.
Why not tweet us your thoughts on the first half of the
performance @londonsymphony, or come and talk to
LSO staff at the Information Desk on the Circle level?

lso.co.uk
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Felix Mendelssohn
Composer Profile

Though everything else may appear shallow and
repulsive, even the smallest task in music is so absorbing,
and carries us so far away from town, country, earth,
and all worldly things, that it is truly a blessed gift of God.
Felix Mendelssohn

Felix Mendelssohn was the grandson of the
Enlightenment philosopher Moses Mendelssohn
and son of an influential German banker. Born into
a privileged, upper middle-class family, as a boy
he was encouraged to study the piano, taught to
draw by his mother and became an accomplished
linguist and classical scholar. In 1819 he began
composition studies with Karl Friedrich Zelter.
His family’s wealth allowed their home in Berlin
to become a refuge for scholars, artists, writers
and musicians. The philosopher Hegel and scientist
Humboldt were among regular visitors, and members
of the Court Orchestra and eminent soloists were
available to perform the latest works by Felix or
his older sister Fanny. Young Mendelssohn’s twelve
string symphonies were first heard in the intimate
setting of his father’s salon.

The Hebrides. In 1830 he travelled to
Italy at the suggestion of Goethe and
while in Rome started his so-called
‘Scottish’ and ‘Italian’ symphonies.
In 1835 he was appointed conductor
of the Leipzig Gewandhaus, greatly
expanding its repertoire with early
music and works of his own, including
the E minor Violin Concerto. Two years
later he married Cecile Jeanrenaud and in
1843 he founded the Leipzig Conservatory.
His magnificent biblical oratorio, Elijah,
commissioned for and first performed at the
1846 Birmingham Musical Festival, soon gained
a place alongside Handel’s Messiah in the
affections of British choral societies and their
audiences. He died in Leipzig in 1847.

Mendelssohn’s maturity as a composer was
marked by his Octet (1825) and concert overture to
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1826).
In 1829 Mendelssohn revived Bach’s St Matthew
Passion exactly one hundred years after its first
performance. Soon after, a trip to London and the
Scottish highlands and islands inspired the overture

Composer Profile © Andrew Stewart
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LSO International Violin Festival
Janine Jansen

LSO INTERNATIONAL VIOLIN
FESTIVAL: FIND OUT MORE
Get to know the soloists in the
LSO International Violin Festival
and find out more about their
instruments on our website,
featuring in-depth profiles,

Janine Jansen has recently started playing on the
1727 ‘Baron Deurbroucq’ Stradivari violin, named
after the former owner, one Baron Deurbroucq of
The Hague. Unlike many Stradivari, the ‘Baron
Deurbroucq’ has been consistently played and
has previously been in the hands of many wellknown concert artists including Efrem Zimbalist Sr
and Hans Wessely of the Royal Academy of Music.

interviews, live-streamed artist
conversations and more.
lso.co.uk/violinfestival

For 70 years, the violin served as the principal
performing instrument of US violinist and teacher
Fredell Lack, who chose the instrument in a blind
test. ‘All these beautiful instruments were laid out
in front of me,’ she told The Strad in 1990. ‘After
only six notes on the ‘Baron Deurbroucq’ violin,
I said, ‘This is it!’.’

When Fredell retired from giving concerts, the
instrument was passed on to Jansen by the Beare’s
Instrumental Society. In interviews she has described
the violin as ‘a wonderful piece of art‘.
Janine Jansen made her LSO debut in 2006 and has
been a regular guest soloist ever since, performing
on the Barbican stage, touring and recording with
the Orchestra, and appearing in the BBC Radio 3
Lunchtime Concert series at LSO St Luke’s. ‘I love
playing with the LSO,’ she says. ‘There’s so much
there, so much focus and energy. It’s been quite a
few years since I started working with them and
every time is such a joy and also very much an
inspiration. It is wonderful when that happens:
when you really make music together.’

Something for every mood
with the London Symphony Orchestra
To roll our online dice, visit:
lso.co.uk/findmeaconcert

London Symphony Orchestra
London’s Music

lso.co.uk/findmeaconcert
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Gustav Mahler (1860–1911)
Symphony No 5 (1901–02)
PART I
1

FUNERAL MARCH:
IN GEMESSENEM SCHRITT. STRENG. WIE EIN KONDUKT
(WITH MEASURED TREAD. STRICT. LIKE A PROCESSION)

2

STURMISCH BEWEGT. MIT GRÖSSTER VEHEMENZ
(STORMY. WITH UTMOST VEHEMENCE)
PART II

3

SCHERZO: KRÄFTIG, NICHT ZU SCHNELL
(VIGOROUS, NOT TOO FAST)

SECOND MOVEMENT
Broadly speaking, the second movement is an
urgent, sometimes painful struggle. The shrill threenote woodwind figure near the start comes to
embody the idea of striving. Several times aspiration
falls back into sad rumination. At last the striving
culminates in a radiant brass hymn tune, with
ecstatic interjections from the rest of the orchestra.
Is the answer to death to be found in religious
consolation? But the affirmation is unstable, and the
movement quickly fades into darkness.

PART III

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
STEPHEN JOHNSON is the
author of Bruckner Remembered
(Faber). He also contributes
regularly to BBC Music Magazine,
and broadcasts for BBC Radio 3

4

ADAGIETTO: SEHR LANGSAM (VERY SLOW)

5

RONDO-FINALE: ALLEGRO

Mahler began his Fifth Symphony in 1901. This had
been a turbulent year: in February, after a near-fatal
haemorrhage, he had resigned as conductor of the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra; at about the same
time he met his future wife, Alma Schindler, and fell
passionately in love. All this seems to have left its
mark on the Fifth Symphony’s character and musical
argument. But as Mahler was at pains to point out,
that doesn’t ultimately give us the ‘meaning’ of the
Fifth Symphony. For that one has to look directly at
the music.

(Discovering Music), Radio 4
and the World Service.

FIRST MOVEMENT
The first movement is a grim Funeral March,
opening with a trumpet fanfare, quiet at first but
growing menacingly. At its height, the full orchestra
thunders in with an unmistakable funereal tread.
Shuddering string trills and deep, rasping horn notes
evoke death in full grotesque pomp. Then comes a
more intriguing pointer: the quieter march theme
that follows is clearly related to Mahler’s song Der
Tambourg’sell (The Drummer Lad), which tells of a
pitiful young deserter facing execution – no more
grandeur, just pity and desolation.

‘What are [the public] to say to
this primeval music, this foaming,
roaring, raging sea of sound, to
these dancing stars, to these
breathtaking, iridescent and
flashing breakers?’
Mahler, writing in a letter to Alma,
following an early rehearsal of his Fifth Symphony

THIRD MOVEMENT
Now comes a surprise. The Scherzo bursts onto
the scene with a wildly elated horn fanfare. The
character is unmistakably Viennese – a kind of
frenetic waltz. But the change of mood has baffled
some writers: the Fifth Symphony has even been
labelled ‘schizophrenic’. Actually ‘manic depressive’
might be more appropriate. Many psychologists now
believe that the over-elated manic phase represents
a deliberate mental flight from unbearable thoughts
or situations, and certainly there are parts of this
movement where the gaiety sounds forced, even
downright crazy. Mahler himself wondered what

lso.co.uk
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people would say ‘to this primeval music, this
foaming, roaring, raging sea of sound?’ Still Mahler
cunningly bases the germinal opening horn fanfare
on the three-note ‘striving’ figure from the second
movement: musically the seeming disunity is only
skin-deep.

MAHLER’S ADAGIETTO
The famous Adagietto fourth
movement of Symphony No 5
is Mahler’s most frequently
performed composition, often
appearing as a standalone work in
concert programmes. The British
premiere of the full symphony
came 36 years after the first
performance of the Adagietto,
which was conducted by Henry
Wood at a Proms concert in 1909.

FOURTH MOVEMENT
Now comes the famous Adagietto, for strings and
harp alone, and another profound change of mood.
Mahler, the great Lieder composer, clearly intended
this movement as a kind of wordless love-song
to his future wife, Alma. Here he quotes from one
of his greatest songs, Ich bin der Welt abhanden
gekommen (I am lost to the world) from his Rückert
Lieder. The poem ends with the phrase ‘I live alone
in my heaven, in my love, in my song’; Mahler quotes
the violin phrase that accompanies ‘in my love,
in my song’ at the very end of the Adagietto. This
invocation of human love and song provides the
true turning point in the Fifth Symphony.

The movement has attained a
widespread significance. It was
famously conducted by Leonard
Bernstein at the funeral of Robert
Kennedy in 1968, and appeared
prominently in the soundtrack
to Luchino Visconti’s 1971 film
Death in Venice.

FINALE
The finale is a vigorous, joyous contrapuntal display –
genuine joy this time. Even motifs from the Adagietto
are drawn into the bustling textures. Finally, after a
long and exciting build-up, the second movement’s
brass chorale returns in full splendour, now firmly
anchored in D major, the symphony’s home key. The
triumph of faith, hope and love? Not everyone finds
this ending convincing; Alma Mahler had her doubts
from the very beginning. But one can hear it either
as a ringing affirmation or strained triumphalism and
it still stirs. For all his apparent late-Romanticism,
Mahler was also a very modern composer: even in
his most positive statements there is room for doubt.

ACROSS LONDON THIS SUMMER
CITY OF LONDON FESTIVAL
Wed 24 Jun 2015 8pm, St Paul’s Cathedral
Supported by Mizuho International PLC
Haydn The Creation
Edward Gardner conductor
Sarah Tynan soprano
Robert Murray tenor
Neal Davies bass
London Symphony Chorus
Simon Halsey chorus director
lso.co.uk | 020 7638 8891
BBC PROMS
Tue 28 Jul 2015 7pm, Royal Albert Hall
Prokofiev Piano Concertos Nos 1–5
Valery Gergiev conductor
Daniil Trifonov piano
Sergei Babayan piano
Alexei Volodin piano
bbc.co.uk/proms | 0845 401 5045
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Mahler the Man
by Stephen Johnson

I am …

homeless
a native of Bohemia in Austria
an Austrian among Germans
a Jew throughout the world.
three times

Mahler’s sense of being an outsider, coupled with
a penetrating, restless intelligence, made him an
acutely self-conscious searcher after truth. For Mahler
the purpose of art was, in Shakespeare’s famous
phrase, to ‘hold the mirror up to nature’ in all its
bewildering richness. The symphony, he told Jean
Sibelius, ‘must be like the world. It must embrace
everything’. Mahler’s symphonies can seem almost
over-full with intense emotions and ideas: love and
hate, joy in life and terror of death, the beauty of
nature, innocence and bitter experience. Similar
themes can also be found in his marvellous songs
and song-cycles, though there the intensity is,
if anything, still more sharply focused.
Gustav Mahler was born the second of 14 children.
His parents were apparently ill-matched (Mahler
remembered violent scenes), and young Gustav
grew dreamy and introspective, seeking comfort
in nature rather than human company. Death was
a presence from early on: six of Mahler’s siblings
died in infancy. This no doubt partly explains the

obsession with mortality in Mahler’s music. Few
of his major works do not feature a funeral march:
in fact Mahler’s first composition (at age ten) was
a Funeral March with Polka – exactly the kind of
extreme juxtaposition one finds in his mature works.
For most of his life Mahler supported himself by
conducting, but this was no mere means to an end.
Indeed his evident talent and energetic, disciplined
commitment led to successive appointments
at Prague, Leipzig, Budapest, Hamburg and
climactically, in 1897, the Vienna Court Opera.
In the midst of this hugely demanding schedule,
Mahler composed whenever he could, usually
during his summer holidays. The rate at which he
composed during these brief periods is astonishing.
The workload in no way decreased after his marriage
to the charismatic and highly intelligent Alma Schindler
in 1902. Alma’s infidelity – which almost certainly
accelerated the final decline in Mahler’s health in
1910/11 – has earned her black marks from some
biographers; but it is hard not to feel some sympathy
for her position as a ‘work widow’.
Nevertheless, many today have good cause to
be grateful to Mahler for his single-minded devotion
to his art. T S Eliot – another artist caught between
the search for faith and the horror of meaninglessness –
wrote that ‘humankind cannot bear very much reality’.
But Mahler’s music suggests another possibility. With
his ability to confront the terrifying possibility of a
purposeless universe and the empty finality of death,
Mahler can help us confront and endure stark reality.
He can take us to the edge of the abyss, then sing
us the sweetest songs of consolation. If we allow
ourselves to make this journey with him, we may
find that we too are the better for it.

lso.co.uk

Daniel Harding
Conductor

Artist Biographies

‘Daniel Harding conducted with total conviction.’


Born in Oxford, Daniel Harding began his career
assisting Sir Simon Rattle at the City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra, with which he made
his professional debut in 1994. He went on to
assist Claudio Abbado at the Berlin Philharmonic
and made his debut with the Orchestra at the
1996 Berlin Festival.

Principal Guest Conductor
London Symphony Orchestra
Music Director
Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra
Music Partner

He is Music Director of the Swedish Radio
Symphony Orchestra, Principal Guest Conductor
of the London Symphony Orchestra and
Music Partner of the New Japan Philharmonic.
He is Artistic Director of the Ohga Hall in Karuizawa,
Japan and was recently honoured with the
lifetime title of Conductor Laureate of the Mahler
Chamber Orchestra. His previous positions
include Principal Conductor and Music Director
of the Mahler Chamber Orchestra (2003–11),
Principal Conductor of the Trondheim Symphony
Orchestra (1997–2000), Principal Guest Conductor
of Sweden’s Norrköping Symphony Orchestra
(1997–2003) and Music Director of the Deutsche
Kammerphilharmonie Bremen (1997–2003).

New Japan Philharmonic
Artistic Director
Ohga Hall
Conductor Laureate
Mahler Chamber Orchestra
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He is a regular visitor to the Vienna Philharmonic,
Dresden Staatskapelle, Royal Concertgebouw,
Bavarian Radio Symphony, Leipzig Gewandhaus
and Orchestra Filarmonica della Scala. Other guest
conducting engagements have included the Berlin
Philharmonic, Munich Philharmonic, Orchestre
National de Lyon, Oslo Philharmonic, London
Philharmonic, Royal Stockholm Philharmonic,
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, Rotterdam
Philharmonic, Frankfurt Radio Orchestras and the
Orchestre des Champs-Élysées. US orchestras
with which he has performed include the New
York Philharmonic, Philadelphia Orchestra, Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Los Angeles Philharmonic and
Chicago Symphony Orchestra.

The Times

His operatic experience includes Strauss’ Ariadne
auf Naxos, Mozart’s Don Giovanni and The Marriage
of Figaro at the Salzburg Festival with the Vienna
Philharmonic, Britten’s The Turn of the Screw
and Berg’s Wozzeck at the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden, Mozart’s Die Entführung aus
dem Serail at the Bayerische Staatsoper, Munich,
and Wozzeck at the Theater an der Wien. Closely
associated with the Aix-en-Provence Festival,
he has conducted a number of new productions
there, including Mozart’s Così fan tutte and
Don Giovanni, Britten’s The Turn of the Screw,
Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin and Verdi’s La Traviata.
His recent recordings for Deutsche Grammophon,
Mahler’s Symphony No 10 with the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra and Orff’s Carmina Burana
with the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra,
have both won widespread critical acclaim.
For Virgin/EMI he has recorded Mahler’s Symphony
No 4 with the Mahler Chamber Orchestra;
Brahms’ Symphonies Nos 3 and 4 with the
Deutsche Kammerphilharmonie Bremen;
Billy Budd with the LSO (winner of a Grammy
Award for best opera recording); Don Giovanni
and The Turn of the Screw, both with the Mahler
Chamber Orchestra; works by Lutosławski with
Solveig Kringelborn and the Norwegian Chamber
Orchestra; and works by Britten with Ian Bostridge
and the Britten Sinfonia.
In 2002 he was awarded the title Chevalier de l’Ordre
des Arts et des Lettres by the French Government,
and in 2012 he was elected a member of The Royal
Swedish Academy of Music.
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Janine Jansen
Violin
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‘Jansen’s commandingly beautiful tone
dignifies everything she plays.’
With an enviable international reputation, violinist
Janine Jansen works regularly with the world’s
most eminent orchestras, including the Royal
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Berlin Philharmonic
and the New York Philharmonic. She was the
Featured Artist at the 2014 BBC Proms, culminating
in an appearance at the internationally renowned
Last Night of the Proms.
Following acclaimed performances in recent years,
this season Janine returned to the San Francisco
Symphony (Michael Tilson Thomas), Orchestre
de Paris (Paavo Järvi) and Royal Stockholm
(Sakari Oramo) and Rotterdam (Valery Gergiev)
Philharmonic orchestras. Appearances with the
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra include concerts
with Andrés Orozco-Estrada. Earlier this season she
performed the world premiere of Michel van der Aa’s
Violin Concerto conducted by Vladimir Jurowski.
She also performed the work with Andrew Litton
and the Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra.
Janine has undertaken a number of European tours
this season, including concerts with the Orchestra
dell’Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia and
Sir Antonio Pappano, and the LSO and Daniel Harding.
She took her famous interpretation of Vivaldi’s Four
Seasons on tour with the Amsterdam Sinfonietta
and directed the Chamber Orchestra of Europe in
concerts in Germany, France and the Netherlands.
A devoted chamber musician, she undertook
two recital tours with pianist Itamar Golan, in
the Netherlands and the US. Janine established
and curates the annual International Chamber
Music Festival in Utrecht, which takes place in
June each year.

The Independent

Particularly renowned for her success in the digital
music charts, Janine records exclusively for Decca
Classics. Past recordings include an album of
concertos and sonatas by Bach, Prokofiev’s Violin
Concerto No 2 with the London Philharmonic
Orchestra and Jurowski, the Beethoven and Britten
Concertos with Paavo Järvi, Mendelssohn and Bruch
with Riccardo Chailly, and Tchaikovsky with Daniel
Harding. Janine has also released a number of
chamber music discs, including Schubert’s
String Quintet and Schoenberg’s Verklärte Nacht.
Janine Jansen has won numerous prizes, including
four Edison Klassiek Awards, three ECHO Klassik
awards, the Preis der Deutschen Schallplattenkritik,
NDR Musikpreis for outstanding artistic achievement
and, most recently, the Concertgebouw Prize. She
has been given the VSCD Klassieke Muziekprijs for
individual achievement and the Royal Philharmonic
Society Instrumentalist Award for performances
in the UK. Janine studied with Coosje Wijzenbeek,
Philipp Hirschhorn and Boris Belkin.
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The Orchestra

London Symphony Orchestra
On stage
FIRST VIOLINS
Roman Simovic Leader
Lennox Mackenzie
Clare Duckworth
Ginette Decuyper
Gerald Gregory
Jörg Hammann
Maxine Kwok-Adams
Claire Parfitt
Laurent Quenelle
Harriet Rayfield
Colin Renwick
Ian Rhodes
Sylvain Vasseur
Rhys Watkins
Gabrielle Painter
Helena Smart
SECOND VIOLINS
Thomas Norris
Miya Väisänen
Richard Blayden
Matthew Gardner
Naoko Keatley
Belinda McFarlane
William Melvin
Iwona Muszynska
Andrew Pollock
Paul Robson
Gordon MacKay
Sophie Mather
Alain Petitclerc
Roisin Walters

VIOLAS
Edward Vanderspar
Malcolm Johnston
Regina Beukes
German Clavijo
Anna Green
Julia O’Riordan
Robert Turner
Heather Wallington
Jonathan Welch
Elizabeth Butler
Caroline O’Neill
Alistair Scahill

FLUTES
Gareth Davies
Adam Walker
Alex Jakeman

CELLOS
Rebecca Gilliver
Minat Lyons
Jennifer Brown
Noel Bradshaw
Eve-Marie Caravassilis
Daniel Gardner
Hilary Jones
Morwenna Del Mar
Penny Driver
Deborah Tolksdorf

CLARINETS
Andrew Marriner
Chris Richards
Chi-Yu Mo

DOUBLE BASSES
Nikita Naumov
Colin Paris
Nicholas Worters
Patrick Laurence
Matthew Gibson
Thomas Goodman
Joe Melvin
Jani Pensola

PICCOLO
Sharon Williams
OBOES
Christopher Cowie
Rosie Jenkins
COR ANGLAIS
Maxwell Spiers

Your views
Inbox
HORNS
Timothy Jones
Katy Woolley
Angela Barnes
Igor Szeligowski
Jonathan Lipton
Tim Ball
Jonathan
Quaintrel-Evans
TRUMPETS
Philip Cobb
Nicholas Betts
Gerald Ruddock
Daniel Newell
Niall Keatley

BASS CLARINET
Lorenzo Iosco

TROMBONES
Dudley Bright
Peter Moore
James Maynard

E-FLAT CLARINET
Chi-Yu Mo

BASS TROMBONE
Paul Milner

BASSOONS
Daniel Jemison
Joost Bosdijk

TUBA
Patrick Harrild

CONTRA BASSOON
Dominic Morgan

Jess Haskell An incredible night of open air classics
with some fantastically talented musicians –
@londonsymphony you nailed it!
on BMW LSO Open Air Classics 2015 in Trafalgar Square
@lemon_lesley @londonsymphony this was truly
an amazing day. Thank you for giving our daughter
the opportunity to play in this wonderful concert
on BMW LSO Open Air Classics 2015 in Trafalgar Square
David Childs @londonsymphony on scintillating form
here in Trafalgar Square this evening. The place is packed!
Great atmosphere, wonderful music.
on BMW LSO Open Air Classics 2015 in Trafalgar Square
Jamie John Hutchings Amazing to see the crowds in
Trafalgar Sq for #lsoopenair – simply amazing!
on BMW LSO Open Air Classics 2015 in Trafalgar Square

TIMPANI
Nigel Thomas
Antoine Bedewi
PERCUSSION
Neil Percy
David Jackson
Sam Walton
Antoine Bedewi
HARP
Bryn Lewis

LSO STRING EXPERIENCE SCHEME
Established in 1992, the LSO String Experience
Scheme enables young string players at the
start of their professional careers to gain
work experience by playing in rehearsals
and concerts with the LSO. The scheme
auditions students from the London music
conservatoires, and 15 students per year
are selected to participate. The musicians
are treated as professional ’extra’ players
(additional to LSO members) and receive fees
for their work in line with LSO section players.

The Scheme is supported by
Help Musicians UK
The Garrick Charitable Trust
The Lefever Award
The Polonsky Foundation

London Symphony Orchestra
Barbican
Silk Street
London
EC2Y 8DS
Registered charity in England No 232391
Details in this publication were correct
at time of going to press.
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LSO Season 2015/16 Highlights
Concerts at the Barbican

London’s Symphony Orchestra
2015/16 SEASON OPENING

CREATIVE GENIUSES

MAN OF THE THEATRE

SHAKESPEARE 400

with Bernard Haitink

with Sir Simon Rattle

with Valery Gergiev

with Sir John Eliot Gardiner
and Gianandrea Noseda

Bruckner Symphony No 7

Debussy Pelléas et Mélisande

Stravinsky The Firebird

Mendelssohn

Tue 15 Sep 2015

directed by Peter Sellars

Fri 9 Oct 2015

A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Sat 9 & Sun 10 Jan 2016
Mahler Symphony No 4
Sun 20 Sep 2015

Tue 16 Feb 2016
Stravinsky The Rite of Spring

Ravel, Dutilleux and Delage

Sun 11 Oct 2015

with Leonidas Kavakos
Brahms Symphony No 1

Wed 13 Jan 2016

Wed 23 Sep 2015

Berlioz Romeo and Juliet
Sun 28 Feb 2016

Bartók The Miraculous Mandarin
Sun 18 Oct 2015

Bruckner Symphony No 8
Thu 14 Apr 2016

020 7638 8891
lso.co.uk

